Excellent transport connections
and well consulted

Due to our central location in Germany and Europe, in addition to its ideal road and rail connections the Darmstadt Railport is able to serve an extensive area.

Adress: DB Schenker Railport Darmstadt Bismarckstraße 135 64293 Darmstadt

Location:
1 Mixed-use zone within the Darmstadt metropolitan area
2 Excellent connection to the entire European railway network
3 Excellent local connections to four German states (Rhineland-Palatinate, Hesse, Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria)
4 Rail connection: freight terminal Darmstadt warehouse
5 Road connection: motorway junction A 5 and A 67 motorways

Contacts:
Martin Höning
Head of Railport
Telefon: 06151 802-1237
martin.hoening@dbschenker.eu

Bernd Hartmann
Regional Sales
Telefon: 069 265-42905
bernd.hartmann@dbschenker.eu

Railport Scheduling
Telefon: 06151 802-1236
Fax: 069 265-49936
L-LLZDarmstadt@dbschenker.eu

The heart of multi-modal logistics:
Darmstadt Railport
**Darmstadt Railport:**
Intelligent solutions for rail and more

A Railport enables an intelligent logistic solution that combines both road and rail services. DB Schenker Rail uses around 40 multi-modal rail logistics centres across Europe.

The Railport Darmstadt is one of the leading rail logistics centres in Europe. Our aim at the heart of the European flow of goods is: to offer efficient, reliable and environmentally friendly rail transport to companies, without the need of having their own private siding.

Thanks to our wide variety of additional services, such as warehouse logistics, we offer top-quality comprehensive packages – for a wide range of goods. The facilities in Darmstadt have years of experience and specialized equipment to meet the steel and paper industries logistic needs.

The DB Schenker Darmstadt Railport is perfect for sending and receiving goods whether or not you have your own siding. The Railport also has the facilities to handle your transshipment and pre- and onward carriage needs. We also provide warehousing and inventory management services.
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